
Dumping Footage - Project Lead Instructions  
 
When you come back from a shoot always remember to dump ALL the 
footage the same day.  
Footage should be dumped by ONE person - the project lead.  
Folders are always capitalized as titles, Ex. Drone - not drone or DRONE.  
 

1. Check to see if Alex is in the office.  She will dump the footage for 
you.  

2. If Alex is not in the office, begin dumping the footage.  
a. This should be done on an editing iMac, because they are 

hardwired to the server.  
3. Open up finder, go to VoyageProNas on the left  
4. Click on Voyagepro.co > Client Projects > Active Projects  
5. If there is a folder for that client already, click on it.  If there is not, 

make one titled with the name of the client.  Ex. Crossnet, Patrick 
Kenney, etc.  

6. Once inside the folder, click on the folder with the name of the 
project.  If there is not a folder with the project name, make one.  Ex. 
Longnet Video, Forex Video, etc.  

7. Click on the footage folder, if there isn't one, make one and title it 
Footage.  

8. Make a folder for each camera, labeling them A Cam, B Cam, Drone, 
etc.  

9. Make sure everything is in the folders so that we don't lose any 
footage. 

10. Notify Alex that the footage has been uploaded.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dumping Photos - Photographer Instructions  
 
Steps to Upload Photos to Server:  
1. Immediately come back to the studio to dump the RAW photos in the 
“Photography” section of the server in a folder labeled Raw  
 
2. Take the RAW photos home to edit within a given time frame Voyage 
has set. However, the assigned photographer must have Lightroom or 
Photoshop on his laptop if he or she wants to do that at home. 
 
Designated Turn-Around Time/Number of required EDITED photos Per 
Photo Bundle: 
1 Hour Photoshoot (Photo Bundle Tier 1):  
-15 Edited Photos 
-Voyage Pro will also share all of the raw photos with the client 
-2 day turnaround time on Edited Photos 
 
2 Hour Photoshoot (Photo Bundle- Tier 2):  
-25 Edited Photos 
-Voyage Pro will also share all raw photos with the client 
-2 Day Turnaround Time on Photo Edits 
 
4 Hour Photoshoot (Photo Bundle- Tier 3):  
-40 Edited Photos 
-Voyage Pro will share all of the raw photos with the client 
-3 to 4 day turnaround time on Photo Edits 
 
3. Upload photos to google drive and send link with RAW and Edited 
photos to client and CC Head of Photography (Ross Webb) so all photos 
including the EDITED ones are added to the server and proper folder. 
 
4. Upload photos within the photography project’s folder in a folder labeled 
“Edited”. 


